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Mountain wave drag is evaluated explicitly using linear theory and verified against
numerical simulations for the flow of idealized two-layer atmospheres with piecewise-
constant stratification over an axisymmetric mountain. Static stability is either higher
in the bottom layer and lower in the top layer (Scorer’s atmosphere), or neutral in the
bottom layer and positive in the top layer, separated by a sharp temperature inversion
(Vosper’s atmosphere). The drag receives contributions from long mountain waves
propagating vertically in the upper layer and from short trapped lee waves propagating
downstream either in the lower layer, or at the inversion. This trapped lee wave drag,
which is typically not represented in parametrizations, acts on the atmosphere at low
levels. As in flow over a 2D ridge, this drag has several maxima as a function of the height
of the interface between the two layers for Scorer’s atmosphere, and is maximized by a
marked Scorer parameter contrast between those layers. In Vosper’s atmosphere, there
is a single trapped lee wave drag maximum for Froude numbers near one, when the
wind speed matches the phase speed of the dominant interfacial waves, and this drag is
maximized for relatively low interface elevations, for which waves at the inversion have
higher amplitude. The 3D flow geometry allows resonant wave modes to have various
horizontal orientations and a continuous spectrum, forming a dispersive ‘Kelvin ship
wave’ pattern, and expanding the regions in parameter space where the drag is non-zero
relative to 2D flow, but it also dispersively decreases the drag magnitude. Nevertheless,
the trapped lee wave drag on an axisymmetric obstacle can still equal or exceed the drag
associated with vertically propagating waves and the reference hydrostatic drag valid
for a uniformly stratified atmosphere.
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1. Introduction12
Mountain wave drag is typically a subgrid-scale process in global weather and climate prediction models, therefore it must be13
parametrized (Stensrud,2009; Teixeira,2014). As the resolution of these models increases, non-hydrostatic waves progressively become14
more important among those that need to be represented in parametrizations, because non-hydrostatic effects are primarily felt at15
relatively short horizontal scales. The results of Steeneveld et al. (2008) and Tsiringakis et al. (2017) suggest that the wave drag16
associated with small-scale orography may be currently incorrectly represented in some models as turbulent form drag (which has17
a different dependence on the flow parameters), degrading their performance.18
It is usually assumed that non-hydrostatic waves give a modest contribution to the globally-integrated drag compared to hydrostatic19
waves, because that is what can be inferred from linear theory for an atmosphere with constant wind and static stability (Gill,1982).20
For this reason, and also because non-hydrostatic waves propagate downstream of the orography that generates them, which implies21
that their impact on the atmosphere cannot be treated accurately using a single-column approach, these waves are usually neglected in22
parametrizations (Lott and Miller,1997), which use that kind of approach.23
However, the former argument ignores the effect of the vertical structure of the atmosphere on the wave dynamics. A specific type24
of non-hydrostatic waves that are confined near the surface rather than propagating vertically are trapped lee waves (Scorer,1949). It25
has been shown recently that these waves can give a very substantial contribution to the drag in some parameter regimes, under specific26
atmospheric conditions conducive to resonance and constructive wave interference. This was illustrated by Teixeira et al. (2013a) for27
the atmospheric profile of Scorer (1949), where there is a stably stratified layer near the surface and a less stable layer aloft, and by28
Teixeira et al. (2013b) for the atmosphere of Vosper (2004), where the air is stably stratified aloft but near the surface has a neutral29
layer, capped by a sharp temperature inversion. Teixeira et al. (2013a, 2013b) calculated explicitly the drag produced by trapped lee30
waves for these idealized two-layer atmospheres, in flow over a 2D mountain ridge (the type of orography originally considered by31
both Scorer and Vosper). More recently, Sachsperger et al. (2015) studied the influence of stability in the upper stratified layer, for the32
second type of atmosphere, on the structural characteristics of waves at the inversion.33
Flow over an elongated (approximately 2D) ridge is often considered the most relevant flow configuration for trapped lee waves,34
because it produces an extensive downstream wake of nearly monochromatic waves, which may be associated with rotors for waves35
of sufficient amplitude (Doyle and Durran,2007). However, from a parametrization viewpoint, the extension of these results to three36
dimensions is crucial, as the global orography is represented in a number of influential weather prediction models (for example, the37
ECMWF model and the UK Met Office model) as a set of isolated mountains with elliptical horizontal cross-sections (Phillips, 1984).38
A good number of studies have addressed 3D trapped lee waves using linear theory, e.g.: Scorer (1956), Scorer and Wilkinson (1956),39
Crapper (1959), Sawyer (1962), Marthinsen (1980) and Simard and Peltier (1982). Some other studies used numerical simulations, for40
example Peltier and Clark (1983), and more recently Broutman et al. (2003), but none of these studies focused specifically on the drag41
associated with these waves. An exception to this is the study of He´reil and Stein (1999), which presents a particular case of drag42
produced by a trapped lee wave in an stratified atmosphere where the wind increases with height (the same setting as adopted by43
Sharman and Wurtele (1983, 2004)). Some work has also been done on the related, but simpler, problem of lee waves trapped at a44
density interface (which are essentially similar to ship waves), both using numerical simulations (Jiang and Smith, 2000; Esler et al.45
2007), and laboratory experiments (Lacaze et al.,2013). Although in Jiang and Smith (2000) and Esler et al. (2007) a drag coefficient46
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was evaluated, the focus of these studies was primarily on the flow structure. In the very recent study of Teixeira et al. (2017), an47
explicit formula for the drag produced by 3D trapped lee waves of the simplest possible type (waves propagating at the interface48
between two constant-density fluids) was calculated theoretically, and compared with the drag measured in laboratory experiments.49
This can be considered a direct precursor of the present study, where the theoretical analysis, and the numerical simulations used to50
test it, are extended to the more meteorologically relevant static stability profiles adopted by Teixeira et al. (2013a, 2013b).51
A general expression for the momentum flux associated with 3D trapped lee waves (which equals the surface drag in the absence52
of critical levels) was presented in the pioneering analytical study of Bretherton (1969) as a generalization of the corresponding 2D53
expression. However, Bretherton considered the situation of a flow bounded above by a rigid lid, which is not very relevant to the54
atmosphere. Bretherton’s 2D trapped lee wave drag expression was extended to a vertically unbounded atmosphere by Smith (1976),55
but it was only Gregory et al. (1998), in the context of the drag parametrization adopted in the UK Met Office’s Unified Model, that56
extended the 3D trapped lee wave expression of Bretherton to an unbounded atmosphere (their equation (22)). Although implemented57
for some time, this component of the drag was subsequently removed from the parametrization. As Smith’s (1976) corresponding 2D58
expression, the 3D trapped lee wave drag expression of Gregory et al. (1998) is too general for studying the behaviour of the drag with59
the incoming flow parameters in a systematic way. That will be done in the present study for the atmospheres of Scorer (1949) and60
Vosper (2004).61
Towards that aim, the calculations of Teixeira et al. (2013a,2013b) for 2D trapped lee waves are extended here to the simplest possible62
case of 3D orography: an axisymmetric mountain. Unlike in the 2D case, where the spectrum of trapped lee waves contributing to the63
drag is discrete, in the 3D case this spectrum, as the spectrum of vertically propagating waves, is continuous, corresponding to a “ship-64
wave” pattern originating above the obstacle instead of a train of monochromatic trapped lee waves. Consequently, the form taken by65
the drag component due to trapped lee waves is no longer a closed analytical expression, but rather a 1D integral in wavenumber space66
(as found also by Teixeira et al. (2017)).67
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a description of the trapped lee wave drag model proposed68
here. In section 3 the model is tested for the two idealized atmospheres considered, for representative input parameters, and verified69
against numerical simulations. Finally, in Section 4, some concluding remarks are presented.70
2. Theoretical model71
As in Teixeira et al. (2013a, 2013b), the point of departure is the Taylor-Goldstein equation (but now for 3D flow), where it is72
assumed that the Boussinesq approximation is valid, the flow is steady, inviscid, adiabatic, non-rotating and linearized with respect73
to a background incoming state:74
wˆ′′ +
[
N2κ2
(Uk + V l)2
− U
′′k + V ′′l
Uk + V l
− κ2
]
wˆ = 0. (1)
Here wˆ is the Fourier transform of the vertical velocity perturbation associated with the waves, the primes denote differentiation with75
respect to height z, N = [(g/θ0)(dθ/dz)]
1/2 is the Brunt Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency (where θ(z) is the potential temperature of the background76
flow and θ0 is its reference value – assumed to be constant), (U, V ) is the background wind velocity, (k, l) is the horizontal wavenumber77
vector and κ = (k2 + l2)1/2 is its magnitude.78
The wind and static stability profiles of the incoming flow are similar to those used by Teixeira et al. (2013a, 2013b), namely the79
wind velocity is constant and (without loss of generality) assumed to be in the x direction. Then, the second term within square brackets80
in (1), involving the wind profile curvature, vanishes. Defining the Scorer parameter as lS = N/U , (1) reduces to81
wˆ′′ +
κ2
k2
(
l2S − k2
)
wˆ = 0. (2)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the background potential temperature profiles used here as a function of height. l1 and l2 are the values of the Scorer parameter lS in the
lower and upper layers, respectively. H is the height of the interface between the two layers. (a) Profile of Scorer (1949) or Teixeira et al. (2013a), where lS is piecewise
constant, and larger in the lower layer. (b) Profile of Vosper (2004) or Teixeira et al. (2013b), where lS is also piecewise constant, but zero in the lower layer and positive
in upper one, with a sharp temperature inversion in between.
Concerning the static stability, two different two-layer profiles for the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency, or equivalently for the Scorer82
parameter, will be considered. In the first one, following Scorer (1949) and Teixeira et al. (2013a), the Scorer parameter in a lower83
layer near the surface is higher than that in an upper semi-infinite layer, i.e.84
lS =


l2 > 0 if z > H
l1 > l2 if 0 < z ≤ H,
(3)
where l1 and l2 are constant, and the top of the lower layer is at z = H . The second profile, which follows Vosper (2004) and85
Teixeira et al. (2013b), has a neutral layer near the surface, topped by a sharp temperature inversion, followed by a statically stable86
layer above, i.e.87
lS =


l2 > 0 if z > H
+∞ if z = H
l1 = 0 if 0 < z < H.
(4)
The potential temperature profiles corresponding to these Scorer parameter distributions are shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.88
These atmospheres can, perhaps, be considered crude approximations to a stable and a well-mixed boundary layer, respectively, where,89
however, boundary layer effects on the wind profile are neglected. Such effects generally have a profound impact on mountain waves,90
including trapped lee waves (Sachsperger et al. 2016), and needed to be taken into account, for example, in the study of rotors carried91
out by Teixeira (2017). Here they are neglected for mathematical convenience.92
The solution to (2) will henceforth be named wˆ1 in the lower layer and wˆ2 in the upper layer. wˆ1 must satisfy a free-slip boundary93
condition at the surface,94
wˆ1(z = 0) = iUkhˆ, (5)
where i =
√−1, and hˆ is the Fourier transform of the ground elevation function h(x, y), specifying that the flow is tangent to the95
orography at the surface. Here it will be assumed, for illustrative purposes, that the orography is a bell-shaped axisymmetric mountain96
given by97
h(x, y) =
h0
[1 + (x/a)2 + (y/a)2]
3/2
⇒ hˆ(k, l) = 1
2pi
h0a
2e−aκ, (6)
where a and h0 are its half-width and maximum height, but the results would not change qualitatively for other isolated axisymmetric98
orographies. Additionally, both wˆ and the Fourier transform of the pressure perturbation associated with the waves must be continuous99
at the interface between the two layers. In the first case (since there is no mean wind shear), this amounts to imposing wˆ1(H) = wˆ2(H)100
and wˆ′1(z = H) = wˆ
′
2(z = H), but in the second case, since there is a discontinuity in the potential temperature, the boundary-condition101
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on the pressure is expressed as102
wˆ′1(z = H)− wˆ′2(z = H) = g
′
U2
κ2
k2
wˆ1(z = H), (7)
where g′ = g∆θ/θ0 and ∆θ are the reduced gravity and the potential temperature jump at the inversion, respectively. Note that (7) is103
an extension to 3D of the corresponding boundary condition formulated by Vosper (2004) (his Eq. (9)). It can also be understood as a104
non-rotating and stationary version of the boundary condition implemented by Eq. (11) of McPhee and Kantha (1989). One possible105
way of obtaining (7) is by integrating (1) across the inversion, while taking the limits immediately above and below z = H . Finally, the106
upper boundary condition in the upper layer is either a radiation boundary-condition, for vertically propagating waves, or a condition107
expressing exponential decay as z → +∞, for evanescent waves.108
The drag is caused the pressure perturbation associated with the waves at the surface. The Fourier transform of this pressure109
perturbation is given by (cf. Eq. (17) of Teixeira, 2014)110
pˆ(z = 0) = −i ρ0k
κ2
Uwˆ′1(z = 0), (8)
where ρ0 is a reference density (assumed to be constant). This equation can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the equation111
for the horizontal divergence of the wave velocity perturbation, and expressing that divergence in terms of wˆ′ from mass conservation.112
The drag exerted by the waves on the orography may be expressed as (Teixeira et al. 2017)113
D = 4pi2i
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
kpˆ∗(z = 0)hˆ dk dl = 8pi2Im
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
0
kpˆ(z = 0)hˆ∗ dk dl, (9)
where Im denotes “imaginary part”, and the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The first expression makes use of Parseval’s theorem,114
and the second one of the fact that drag is a real quantity. Note that, because the mountains to be considered are axisymmetric, this drag115
points in the x direction, the direction of the incoming wind velocity.116
2.1. Atmosphere of Scorer (1949)117
For the profile of the Scorer parameter (3), illustrated in Figure 1(a), the solutions to (2) in the lower layer (z < H) take the form:118
wˆ1 =


a1e
im1z + b1e
−im1z if |k| < l1
c1e
−n1z + d1e
n1z if |k| > l1,
(10)
where m1 =
κ
k (l
2
1 − k2)1/2 and n1 = κ|k| (k2 − l21)1/2, and a1, b1, c1 e d1 are coefficients to be determined. The first solution119
corresponds to waves that propagate vertically, whereas the second one corresponds to waves that are evanescent. In the upper layer120
the solutions are121
wˆ2 =


a2e
im2z if |k| < l2
c2e
−n2z if |k| > l2,
(11)
where m2 =
κ
k (l
2
2 − k2)1/2 and n2 = κ|k| (k2 − l22)1/2, and a2 and c2 are unknown coefficients. Note that these solutions already122
incorporate the radiation or decay upper boundary conditions, respectively.123
When the remaining boundary conditions are applied, all unknown coefficients may be determined. For the purpose of calculating
the drag, it is enough to present a1 and b1, as the drag produced by the solution that is already evanescent in the lower layer (second
c© 2013 Royal Meteorological Society
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line of (10)), for |k| > l1, is zero (cf. Teixeira et al., 2013a), and a2 and c2 play no role in the surface pressure. Hence,
a1 =
iUkhˆ(m1 +m2)e
−im1H
2m1 cos(m1H)− 2im2 sin(m1H) , b1 =
iUkhˆ(m1 −m2)eim1H
2m1 cos(m1H)− 2im2 sin(m1H) , (12)
if |k| < l2 or
a1 =
Ukhˆ(im1 − n2)e−im1H
2m1 cos(m1H) + 2n2 sin(m1H)
, b1 =
Ukhˆ(im1 + n2)e
im1H
2m1 cos(m1H) + 2n2 sin(m1H)
, (13)
if l2 < |k| < l1.124
From (8) and (10), the Fourier transform of the pressure perturbation may be written in terms of a1 and b1 as125
pˆ(z = 0) =
ρ0k
κ2
Um1(a1 − b1), (14)
where (12) or (13) may be used, depending on the range of wavenumbers considered. The drag (9) may be split into two terms,126
according to the range of wavenumbers that contribute to it: D = DI +DL, where127
DI = 8pi
2Im
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ l2
0
kpˆ(z = 0)hˆ∗ dk dl, DL = 8pi
2Im
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ l1
l2
kpˆ(z = 0)hˆ∗ dk dl (15)
are henceforth referred to as “internal wave drag” and “trapped lee wave drag”, respectively. Using (12), (13), (14) and (15), DI and128
DL may be calculated explicitly, yielding129
DI = 8pi
2ρ0U
2
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ l2
0
k3m21m2|hˆ|2
κ2
[
m21 cos
2(m1H) +m
2
2 sin
2(m1H)
] dk dl (16)
and130
DL = 8pi
2ρ0U
2Im
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ l1
l2
k3m1|hˆ|2
κ2
m1 sin(m1H)− n2 cos(m1H)
m1 cos(m1H) + n2 sin(m1H)
dk dl. (17)
Equation (16) was obtained by taking the imaginary part of the integrand, since this has no singularities. In (17), on the other hand,131
since the integrand is real, the imaginary part of the integral may only come from singularities. These occur when the denominator of132
the integrand is zero, namely when133
tan(m1H) = −m1
n2
, (18)
as originally derived by Scorer (1949), with the difference that m1 and n2 have a more complicated definition for 3D flow. Complex134
integration may be used to simplify the inner integral in (17), as shown by Teixeira et al. (2013a) for the equivalent 2D flow, and more135
recently for an analogous 2D integral (describing a 3D flow) by Teixeira et al. (2017). The procedure for the complex integration in the136
latter case is detailed in the Appendix of Teixeira et al. (2017), following roughly the same approach as in Appendix B of Teixeira et al.137
(2013a), but without using a change of variable.138
The two drag componentsDI andDL may be made dimensionless by dividing them by the hydrostatic drag that would be produced139
if the lower layer with Scorer parameter l1 extended up to infinity. This is (cf. Eq. (26) of Teixeira, 2014)140
D0 =
pi
4
ρ0U
2l1ah
2
0. (19)
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Applying this normalization, (16) becomes141
DI
D0
= 64pi
1
l′1
(
a
H
)3 ∫ +∞
0
∫ l′
2
0
k′3m′21 m
′
2|hˆ′|2
κ′2
[
m′21 cos
2(m′1) +m
′2
2 sin
2(m′1)
] dk′ dl′, (20)
where all primed variables except hˆ′ = hˆ/(h0a
2) are normalized by being multiplied by H . Similarly, after (17) is simplified using142
contour integration and normalized, it becomes143
DL
D0
= 64pi2
1
l′1
(
a
H
)3∑
j
∫ +∞
0
k′4j m
′2
1 (k
′
j)n
′
2(k
′
j)|hˆ′|2(k′j)
κ′4j + n
′
2(k
′
j)
[
m′21 (k
′
j)l
′2 + κ′4j
] dl′, (21)
where the index j in the sum refers to the number of the trapped lee wave mode. k′j is a resonant k
′ determined by (18), which may144
only be evaluated numerically, and κ′j = (k
′2
j + l
′2)1/2. In (20) and (21) the coefficient 64 comes partly from the normalizing factor145
(19) and partly from symmetry of the integrands with respect to l′.146
Equations (20) and (21) should be compared with the corresponding expressions for 2D flow (Eqs. (29) and (30) of Teixeira et al.147
(2013a) with U1 = U2 = U ). The main difference in (20)-(21) (apart from geometrical factors associated with 3D flow) is that (20) is148
given by a double integral instead of a single one, and (21) still contains an integral over l′ instead of none. What this means is that the149
trapped lee wave modes are no longer discrete, but rather have a continuous wavenumber distribution. This has important consequences150
for the wave pattern (in essentially the same way as for pure interfacial waves in Teixeira et al. (2017)), as will be seen later.151
The vertical velocity associated with the waves is given by152
w(x, y, z) =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
wˆ(k, l, z)ei(kx+ly)dk dl. (22)
In the lower layer, taking into account the symmetry of a1 and b1 with respect to l, (22) may be expressed using (10) as153
w1(x, y, z) = 2Re
∫ +∞
0
∫ +∞
0
{
a1(k, l)
[
ei(kx+ly+m1z) + ei(kx−ly+m1z)
]
+ b1(k, l)
[
ei(kx+ly−m1z) + ei(kx−ly−m1z)
]}
dk dl.
(23)
The two terms within square brackets consist of waves making symmetric angles with the x axis. As will be seen, this is associated
with a triangular wake (akin to those investigated by Sharman and Wurtele (1983, 2004)), which comes mainly from the trapped lee
wave field associated with wavenumbers |k| in a range between l2 and l1. For these waves, it is possible to perform analogous complex
integrations as used for the drag (essentially following Sawyer (1962), section 4) to calculate the resonant trapped lee wave modes that
satisfy (18), yielding, after normalization
wL(x, y, z)
U
(
h0
a
) =2pi ( a
H
)3∑
j
∫ +∞
0
k′2j m
′
1(k
′
j)κ
′2
j n
′
2(k
′
j)hˆ
′(k′j)
κ′4j + n
′
2(k
′
j)
[
m′21 (k
′
j)l
′2 + κ′4j
] {sin[k′jx′+l′y′−m′1(k′j)z′] + sin[k′jx′−l′y′−m′1(k′j)z′]
− sin[k′jx′ + l′y′ +m′1(k′j)z′]− sin[k′jx′ − l′y′ +m′1(k′j)z′]
}
dl′, (24)
where wL is the vertical velocity only associated with resonant trapped lee waves, x
′ = x/H , y′ = y/H and z′ = z/H . As in the154
original, simpler, calculation of Scorer (1949) for 2D trapped lee waves, this solution requires the addition of a term that cancels out155
the wave field for x′ < 0 and doubles its amplitude for x′ > 0. This can be viewed as implementing a radiation boundary-condition in156
the horizontal direction. Note that (24) does not satisfy the lower boundary-condition (5), and so is only formally valid far downstream157
of the obstacle.158
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2.2. Atmosphere of Vosper (2004)159
For the profile of the Scorer parameter (4), illustrated in Figure 1(b), the calculations will be justified in a more summarized way, as the160
procedure that should be followed is entirely analogous to that employed in the preceding subsection. The solution to (2) in the lower161
layer (z < H) takes the form:162
wˆ1 = c1e
−κz + d1e
κz , (25)
where c1 and d1 are coefficients to be determined. The waves are always evanescent in this layer because of the neutral stratification.163
In the upper layer the solutions are164
wˆ2 =


a2e
im2z if |k| < l2
c2e
−n2z if |k| > l2,
(26)
where m2 and n2 were defined previously and a2 and c2 are unknown coefficients. Again, (26) already incorporates the radiation or165
decay upper boundary condition.166
When the remaining boundary conditions are applied, all unknown coefficients may be determined. For the purpose of calculating167
the drag, it is enough to present here c1 and d1, as a2 and c2 play no role in the surface pressure. Hence,168
c1 =
1
2
iUkhˆeκH
(
κ− im2 − g
′
U2
κ2
k2
)
κ cosh(κH)−
(
im2 +
g′
U2
κ2
k2
)
sinh(κH)
, d1 =
1
2
iUkhˆe−κH
(
κ+ im2 +
g′
U2
κ2
k2
)
κ cosh(κH)−
(
im2 +
g′
U2
κ2
k2
)
sinh(κH)
, (27)
if |k| < l2 or169
c1 =
1
2
iUkhˆeκH
(
κ+ n2 − g
′
U2
κ2
k2
)
κ cosh(κH) +
(
n2 − g′U2 κ
2
k2
)
sinh(κH)
, d1 =
1
2
iUkhˆe−κH
(
κ− n2 + g
′
U2
κ2
k2
)
κ cosh(κH) +
(
n2 − g′U2 κ
2
k2
)
sinh((κH)
, (28)
if |k| > l2.170
Using (8) and (25), the Fourier transform of the pressure perturbation may be written in terms of c1 and d1 as171
pˆ(z = 0) =
iρ0k
κ
U(c1 − d1), (29)
where (27) or (28) may be used, depending on the wavenumber range considered. The drag may be split in the same way as in (15),172
with DI defined in a similar way, but now with173
DL = 8pi
2Im
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
l2
kpˆ(z = 0)hˆ∗ dk dl, (30)
since no upper limit on k is imposed by the solution (25).174
Using (27)-(29), the definition of DI in (15) and (30), DI and DL may be calculated explicitly, yielding175
DI = 8pi
2ρ0U
2
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ l2
0
k3m2|hˆ|2[
κ cosh(κH)− g′κ2
U2k2
sinh(κH)
]2
+m22 sinh
2(κH)
dk dl (31)
and176
DL = −8pi2ρ0U2Im
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
l2
k3|hˆ|2
κ
κ sinh(κH) +
(
n2 − g
′κ2
U2k2
)
cosh(κH)
κ cosh(κH) +
(
n2 − g′κ2U2k2
)
sinh(κH)
dk dl. (32)
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Equations (31) and (32) may be normalized by the drag that would be exerted on the orography if the upper layer extended down to the177
surface (as in Teixeira et al. 2013b), namely (by analogy with (19))178
D0 =
pi
4
ρ0U
2l2ah
2
0, (33)
and the integrand in (32) may be simplified using contour integration, also as in Teixeira et al. (2013b) but extended to 3D, and following179
even more closely than in the preceding subsection the treatment of Teixeira et al. (2017) , to obtain180
DI
D0
= 64pi
1
l′2
(
a
H
)3 ∫ +∞
0
∫ l′
2
0
k′3m′2|hˆ′|2(
κ′ coshκ′ − Fr−2 κ′2
k′2
sinhκ
)2
+m′22 sinh
2 κ
dk′ dl′, (34)
where Fr = U/(g′H)1/2 is the Froude number of the flow, and
DL
D0
= 64pi2
1
l′2
(
a
H
)3 ∫ ∞
0
k′2L |hˆ′|2(k′L)
{[
Fr−2
κ′2L
k′2L
− n′2(k′L)
]2
− κ′2L
}
{
κ′2L
[
1 + Fr−2 l
′2
k′4L
+
κ′2L
k′2L n
′
2
(k′L)
]
+
[
1 + l
′2
k′2L
+ n′2(k
′
L)− Fr−2
κ′2L
k′2L
] [
Fr−2
κ′2L
k′2L
− n′2(k′L)
]}dl′, (35)
where k′L is the resonant wavenumber and κ
′
L = (k
′2
L + l
′2)1/2. The resonance condition that this wavenumber must satisfy is obtained181
by imposing that the denominator of the integrand in (32) be zero, which gives182
tanhκ′L =
κ′L
Fr−2
κ′2L
k′2L
− n′2(k′L)
. (36)
Equations (34)-(35) may be compared with their 2D counterparts, derived by Teixeira et al. (2013b) (their Eqs. (20) and (25)).183
Differences account for the effects associated with the transition from a 2D to a 3D geometry, namely the fact that DI is given by a184
double integral and DL by a single integral. In (35), and unlike in (21), there is no sum, since there is at most one resonant wave mode185
for k (keeping l fixed). Despite that, as in (21) there are an infinite number of resonant modes as l varies continuously.186
As in the previous section, the vertical velocity perturbation may be calculated from (22), but now using also (25). This gives in the187
lower layer188
w1(x, y, z) = 2Re
∫ +∞
0
∫ +∞
0
{
c1(k, l)
[
ei(kx+ly−κz) + ei(kx−ly−κz)
]
+ d1(k, l)
[
ei(kx+ly+κz) + ei(kx−ly+κz)
]}
dk dl. (37)
If a procedure entirely similar to that used to derive (24) is followed, the vertical velocity perturbation associated only with the resonant
trapped lee wave modes is given by
wL(x, y, z)
U
(
h0
a
) =− 4pi ( a
H
)3 ∫ +∞
0
k′Lhˆ
′(k′L)
{[
Fr−2
κ′2L
k′2L
− n′L(k′L)
]2
− κ′2L
}
sinh(κ′Lz
′)
[
cos(k′Lx
′ + l′y′) + cos(k′Lx
′ − l′y′)]
{[
1 + n′2(k
′
L) +
l′2
k
′2
L
− Fr−2 κ′2L
k′2L
] [
Fr−2
κ′2L
k′2L
− n′2(k′L)
]
+ k′2L
[
1 +
κ′2L
k′2L n
′
L(k
′
L)
+ Fr−2 l
′2
k′4L
]} dl′,
(38)
which again is only strictly applicable some distance downstream of the obstacle. Note that in (38), as in (35), it is not obvious that the189
denominator of the fraction cannot take the value zero, but that is the case, owing to the constraint imposed by (36). This means that190
the corresponding integrals over l′ do not have any singularities.191
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3. Results192
The results obtained above from linear theory are explored in this section in parameter space by comparison with the corresponding193
2D results presented by Teixeira et al. (2013a, 2013b), and verified against numerical simulations of similar flows.194
3.1. Atmosphere of Scorer (1949)195
Equation (20), giving the internal wave drag for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949), is normalized by (19) (using l1 as the reference196
Scorer parameter) because this makes the drag oscillate around a value of 1 for hydrostatic flow as l1H increases. The normalized drag197
depends on l1H , l2/l1 and l1a, and will be presented next as a function of these variables, as in Teixeira et al. (2013a). The advantage198
of normalizing H using l1 is that it is possible to assign the location of maxima in the drag to semi-integer values of l1H/pi, as shown199
below. The appropriateness of normalizing a using l1 may seem questionable, as discussed in the next section, but is adopted here for200
consistency with Teixeira et al. (2013a). Equation (21) gives the trapped lee wave drag, normalized in a similar way, which is a function201
of the same dimensionless parameters.202
Figure 2 shows the normalized internal wave dragDI/D0 given by (20) (Figure 2(a)), the normalized trapped lee wave dragDL/D0203
given by (21) (Figure 2(b)), and the total drag, which is a sum of the two (Figure 2(c)), as a function of l1H and l2/l1 for l1a = 10.204
Figures 3 and 4 show the same, but for l1a = 5 and l1a = 2 instead, respectively. From Figure 2 to Figure 4, the flow becomes205
progressively more non-hydrostatic. These figures can be directly compared with Figures 3, 4 and 5 of Teixeira et al. (2013a), as even206
the contour lines used in the graphs are similar. A preliminary comment to make is that, unlike in Teixeira et al. (2013a), it does not207
make sense to show the number of trapped lee wave modes and their wavelengths in the present 3D case. Although discrete resonant208
modes, defined by (18), do exist for the wavenumber along the x direction, kj , for a given value of l, l varies continuously, makingm1209
also vary continuously and become potentially indefinitely large. This causes a potentially infinite number of resonant modes, where210
kj varies continuously with l, although for sufficiently large values of l the amplitude of these modes should be negligible, given the211
weak orographic forcing that necessarily exists at those wavenumbers.212
Beginning with the similarities between the 3D and 2D flows, Figures 2-4 show that maxima of both DI/D0 and DL/D0 occur213
roughly for l1H/pi = 0.5 + n, where n is an integer. This results from the fact that for these heights of the interface between the two214
layers there is constructive interference in the lower layer between waves whose energy is propagating upward and those whose energy215
is propagating downward. Destructive interference occurs roughly for l1H/pi = n instead. All these waves may either be partially216
reflected at z = H (contributing in that case to DI ) or totally reflected at z = H (i.e., trapped) (contributing then to DL instead).217
Concerning the dependence on l2/l1, DI/D0 attains a maximum at relatively low values of l2/l1 ≈ 0.2− 0.4 (for which a substantial218
fraction of the non-trapped waves are partially reflected), whereasDL/D0 always attains its maximum at l2/l1 = 0 (corresponding to a219
situation where there is total reflection for all waves, and hence no internal waves exist). The total dragDI/D0 +DL/D0 always attains220
its maximum for l2/l1 = 0, and tends to decrease with l1a, as can be seen in Figures 2-4. However the fractionDL/DI increases as l1a221
decreases, which makes sense physically because trapped lee waves tend to be favoured when the flow is substantially non-hydrostatic.222
However, there are some differences between the present 3D case and the 2D case addressed by Teixeira et al. (2013a). BothDI/D0223
and DL/D0 have a lower maximum magnitude in Figures 2-4 than in Teixeira et al. (2013a), and the magnitude of the drag peaks224
decreases markedly as l1H increases, something that does not occur in Teixeira et al. (2013a) to such a large extent. These two aspects225
are due to wave dispersion, which is weaker in 2D flows than in 3D flows, because so-called ‘directional dispersion’, associated with226
the fact that horizontal wavenumber vectors may point in all directions, only exists in 3D (note the similarity with, e.g., Teixeira et al.227
(2008)). Since, as the energy of the waves existing in the lower layer propagates upward and downward between reflections, their228
intensity decreases due to this effect, this explains not only the globally smaller magnitude of the drag, but also its decrease as l1H229
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Figure 2. Normalized drag as a function of l1H and l2/l1 for l1a = 10. (a) Internal wave drag, given by (20); (b) trapped lee wave drag, given by (21); (c) total drag (sum
of the two). Labelled solid contours have values 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. 0.5, and so on (thick solid contour corresponds to 1), and the dashed lines denote l2/l1 = 0.2.
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Figure 3. Similar to Figure 2, but for l1a = 5.
increases. More importantly, since the trapped lee waves do not have a discrete spectrum in a 3D geometry but rather a continuous one,230
in Figures 2(b)-4(b) (unlike in Figures 3(b)-4(b) of Teixeira et al. (2013a)) the maxima of the trapped lee wave drag are not isolated.231
Rather, non-zero values ofDL/D0 occur throughout the whole range of l1H/pi for all values of l1a (although some of the gaps existing232
in Figures 3(b)-4(b) of Teixeira et al. (2013a) may be an artefact of the contour values adopted). More definite evidence is that, although233
no trapped lee wave drag is possible for any wave mode for l1H/pi < 0.5 + n in Figures 3(b)-5(b) of Teixeira et al. (2013a), no such234
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Figure 4. Similar to Figure 2, but for l1a = 2.
bound exists in Figures 2-4 of the present study (as is clearly shown by the non-zero values ofDL/D0 for l1H/pi < 0.5). This happens235
because resonant wave modes have a continuous distribution, as noted above.236
Despite these differences, it remains true that, as in Teixeira et al. (2013a), both DI/D0 and DL/D0, and of course the total drag237
(their sum), reach values substantially higher than 1. These values would be even larger ifDI andDL had been normalized by the drag238
that would apply if the upper layer extended down to the surface (H = 0) (i.e., using l2 instead of l1 as the reference Scorer parameter),239
since this is smaller than D0, as defined by (19), by a factor of l2/l1. What this means is that the trapped lee wave drag may not only240
be comparable or even higher than the internal wave drag, but it can also be larger than the hydrostatic reference value that is currently241
used in parametrizations. The trapped lee wave drag is applied on the atmosphere at low levels and downstream of the orography, an242
effect that is currently not taken into account in most parametrizations.243
The parameter space covered by Figures 2-4 is too vast to be tested using numerical simulations. For that reason, the same approach244
as adopted in Teixeira et al. (2013a) will be used to test a sample of the results given by linear theory, namely assuming that l2/l1 = 0.2.245
This value is chosen because, while not being geophysically absurd (it may represent, for example, a situation with a strongly stable246
nocturnal boundary layer beneath a more neutral residual layer), it makes the drag retain a very substantial modulation with l1H , being247
appreciably amplified with respect to its hydrostatic reference value. An example of such a stable layer, with Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency248
N1 ≈ 0.05 s−1 and thicknessH ≈ 100m, is shown in Figure 4 of Cassano (2014), from measurements taken over Antarctica in Winter.249
Figure 5 shows DI/D0 given by (20) (dashed lines), DL/D0 given by (21) (dotted lines) and the sum of the two (solid lines) for250
l2/l1 = 0.2 as a function of l1H/pi and the same values of l1a considered in Figures 2-4, namely l1a = 10, 5, 2 (Figures 5(a)-(c)).251
This corresponds to the cross sections marked by the dashed lines in Figures 2-4. The total drag is compared with that diagnosed252
from simulations of the NH3D nonlinear and non-hydrostatic 3D mesoscale numerical model (circles) using a dimensionless mountain253
height l1h0 = 0.02 (for more details about the numerical simulations see the Appendix). For the three cases considered, the agreement254
of the total drag given by linear theory and by the numerical model is remarkably good. In this representation, the magnitude of the255
drag maxima is clearer than in Figures 2-4, and it can be seen that the first maximum of the normalized total drag has magnitudes256
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Figure 5. Normalized drag as a function of l1H for l2/l1 = 0.2. (a) l1a = 10; (b) l1a = 5; (c) l1a = 2. Dashed lines: internal wave drag, given by (20), dotted lines:
trapped lee wave drag, given by (21), solid line: total drag (sum of the two); symbols: results from numerical simulations of the NH3D model for l1h0 = 0.02.
of ≈ 3.6, ≈ 3.0 and ≈ 1.3 for l1a = 10, l1a = 5 and l1a = 2, respectively, against ≈ 5.5, ≈ 5 and ≈ 2.5 in Figure 17 Teixeira et al.257
(2013a). The modulation of the drag as l1H/pi increases also weakens in a more pronounced way, although this effect already exists in258
the 2D case (presumably because of non-directional wave dispersion).259
A final aspect that can be noted when comparing Figure 5 with Figure 17 of Teixeira et al. (2013a) is that the trapped lee wave260
drag component is more dominant for the same values of l1a. For example, in Figure 5(b) (for l1a = 5), the maximum magnitude of261
DL/D0 exceeds that of DI/D0, whereas in Figure 17 of Teixeira et al. (2013a) the opposite happens. One may speculate that this262
is a manifestation of the fact that non-hydrostatic effects are stronger in a 3D than in a 2D geometry, because the finite width of263
the orography is felt not only in one horizontal direction but in all directions. Alternatively, this can be viewed as another effect of264
directional dispersion.265
A good way to check further whether the results from linear theory are reliable is by comparing the flow field itself with the results266
of numerical simulations. A component of the flow field that is potentially very sensitive is the trapped lee wave signature, which exists267
primarily downstream of the mountain, because it relies on fulfilment of the resonance condition (18). The non-trapped lee waves (i.e.268
internal waves) are expected to decay fairly fast downstream of the orography. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the normalized vertical269
velocity w/(Uh0/a) downstream of the mountain for l1H = 1.6 (i.e. near the first drag maximum in Figure 5) at z/H = 0.875, from270
numerical simulations (Figure 6(a),(c),(e)) and from linear theory, in the latter case only for the resonant trapped lee wave component271
(24) (Figure 6(b),(d),(f)), again for l1a = 10, 5, 2.272
The first aspect to note is that the w field downstream of the mountain superficially resembles a Kelvin ship wake (as noted before273
for a similar flow by, for example, Scorer and Wilkinson (1956) and for more complicated atmospheric profiles by Sawyer (1962)274
and Sharman and Wurtele (1983)). However, the dynamics and morphology of these waves is considerably more complicated than275
that of the surface waves addressed by Kelvin, since these are internal waves (propagating in the lower layer), may have multiple276
modes for a given lateral wavenumber l, and their dispersion relation depends not only on a horizontal wavenumber, but also on277
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Figure 6. Normalized vertical velocity perturbationw/(Uh0/a) as a function of x/H and y/H for l2/l1 = 0.2 and l1H = 1.6 at z/H = 0.875. (a) and (b) l1a = 10,
contour spacing 0.2; (c) and (d) l1a = 5, contour spacing 0.2; (e) and (f) l1a = 2, contour spacing 0.1. (a), (c) and (e) Numerical simulations of NH3D for l1h0 = 0.02;
(b), (d) and (f) results from linear theory, given by (24). Solid contours: positive values, dashed contours: negative values. Thick circle: outline of the mountain half-width,
(x2 + y2)1/2 = a.
the vertical wavenumber m1. This makes a quantitative interpretation of the wake angles more difficult, as discussed at length by278
Sharman and Wurtele (1983). Nevertheless, it is clear that the wavy wake is also roughly triangular, emanating from the mountain. A279
qualitative feature that can be deduced from the relationship between the phase speed and group speed of the waves (see schematic in280
Figure 68 of Lighthill (1978)) is that, the more non-hydrostatic the flow becomes the narrower the wake angle should be, because, as281
happens in interfacial waves, the group velocity differs more from the phase velocity (i.e. the waves become more dispersive). This282
behaviour can indeed be confirmed in Figure 6.283
Because the trapped lee waves are internal and not interfacial waves, the fields are presented in Figure 6 for z/H = 0.875, not z = H ,284
as it can be shown theoretically that the amplitude of the trapped lee waves attains a maximum between z/H = 1/3 and z/H = 1. The285
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fields are also presented as a function of x/H and y/H , since all quantities included in the resonance condition (18) are normalized by286
H , which means that the resonant wavenumbers are independent of a.287
The agreement between w/(Uh0/a) in Figure 6(a),(c),(e) and Figure 6(b),(d),(f) is remarkably good, especially having in mind that288
the analytical solutions only take into account the part of the vertical velocity associated with trapped lee waves. The agreement of the289
numerical and analytical solutions is not as good nearer to the mountain, as would be expected, but it is still remarkable overall (this290
can be checked by counting the number of contours in each graph). The maxima attained by all fields are always slightly smaller (by291
a factor of ≈ 1.1− 1.2) in the numerical solutions, and the smallest-scale features are slightly smoothed (this is especially visible in292
the comparison between Figure 6(c),(e) and Figure 6(d),(f)), which may be speculatively attributed to computational diffusion. This293
attenuation might be counteracted, to a certain extent, by the amplification of w due to the decay of density with height (which is294
not taken into account in linear theory), but this effect is relatively small at the height where the fields are plotted (z = 800m in the295
numerical simulations).296
3.2. Atmosphere of Vosper (2004)297
Equation (34) gives the internal wave drag for the atmosphere of Vosper (2004), now normalized by the drag valid if the upper298
stratified layer extended down to the surface, (33), which is taken as the reference drag value, although other choices would be possible299
(Teixeira et al. 2017). Equation (35), on the other hand, gives the normalized trapped lee wave drag, in the present case, and as300
in Teixeira et al. (2013b), corresponding to waves that propagate at the temperature inversion, which acts essentially like a density301
interface. Both DI/D0 and DL/D0 depend on Fr, l2H and l2a, and are plotted as functions of these variables in the figures to be302
presented next. The choice of normalizing both H and a using l2 is perhaps the most natural one, but a/H could be used as an303
alternative measure of non-hydrostatic effects, as done in Teixeira et al. (2017), however the parameters presented above are kept for304
consistency with Teixeira et al. (2013b).305
Figures 7-10 show DI/D0, DL/D0 and the total drag (the sum of the two) (panels (a), (b) and (c), respectively) as a function306
of Fr and l2H for l2a = 5, 2, 1, 0.5. These values of l2a were chosen for consistency with Teixeira et al. (2013b), and correspond to307
cases where trapped lee wave drag has a considerable magnitude. However, the value l2a = 0.2, considered by Teixeira et al. (2013b) is308
ignored, as the corresponding drag would be too low in the present case. Figures 7-10 may be directly compared with the corresponding309
2D results presented in Figures 3-6 of Teixeira et al. (2013b). As for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949), the flow becomes more non-310
hydrostatic as l2a increases, but the role of this parameter is different from that of l1a, as will be discussed. In the present 3D flow311
geometry, there is either a single or no trapped lee wave mode in the x direction, for a fixed l, with a resonant wavenumber prescribed312
by (36) (as was the case in Teixeira et al. (2013b)), but this depends the value of l. This resonance works in much the same way as313
for interfacial waves (Teixeira et al. (2017)), with the difference that the resonance condition is modified by stable stratification in the314
upper layer (cf. (36) and Eq. (19) of Teixeira et al. (2017); see also Sachsperger et al. (2015)). For a continuous distribution of l, the315
resonant wavenumber along x, kL, thus also varies continuously, as for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949). This implies, in particular,316
that there is no upper bound on the value of Fr (which was 1 in the 2D case of Teixeira et al. (2013b)) for which trapped waves are317
allowed to exist.318
Some similarities between the drag behaviour for 3D flow, illustrated in Figures 7-10, and for 2D flow, in Figures 3-6 of Teixeira et al.319
(2013b), may be noted. Firstly, both DI/D0 and DL/D0 show high values for low values of l2H . This is because a strong enough320
influence of the orography on the upper layer, or on the interface, across the neutrally stratified lower layer, is necessary to produce321
substantial internal wave drag or trapped lee wave drag, respectively. Secondly, regions of high trapped lee wave drag are much more322
localized in parameter space than those of high internal wave drag, especially concerning the dependence on Fr and for the highest323
values of l2a. Maxima of DI/D0, DL/D0 and of the total drag always occur near Fr ≈ 1 and l2H ≈ 0, but DI/D0 remains relatively324
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Figure 7. Normalized drag as a function of Fr and l2H for l2a = 5. (a) Internal wave drag, given by (34) ; (b) trapped lee wave drag, given by (35); (c) total drag (sum
of the two). Labelled solid contours: 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and so on (thick solid contour corresponds to 1), and the dashed line denotes l2H = 0.5.
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Figure 8. Similar to Figure 7, but for l2a = 2.
high for Fr > 1, whereas DL/D0 is concentrated around Fr ≈ 1, as this is associated with resonant conditions, where the phase speed325
of the trapped (interfacial) waves propagating upstream matches the downstream advection speed of the incoming flow. However, as326
explained in Figures 1 and 3 of Teixeira et al. (2017) for the slightly simpler case where the upper layer is not stratified, this matching327
can occur in 3D flow for Fr > 1, as opposed to 2D flow, where a requirement for it to happen is Fr ≤ 1. This is possible due to so-328
called ‘divergent waves’ (by analogy with Kelvin ship waves), which travel obliquely to the flow and that obviously do not exist in329
2D. In Figures 7-10 it is clear that the total drag decreases with l2a, but again the fraction DL/DI increases as l2a decreases, i.e.330
the trapped lee waves become more dominant for more non-hydrostatic flow. As for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949), in the present331
3D case the drag magnitude is smaller than in the 2D case of Teixeira et al. (2013b), because of directional wave dispersion, but both332
DI/D0 and DL/D0 (and consequently their sum) reach values substantially higher than 1, stressing their potential importance in drag333
parametrizations.334
To test the results from linear theory presented above, and following Teixeira et al. (2013b), a cross section of the graphs presented335
in Figures 7-10 for l2H = 0.5 is shown in Figure 11. This value of l2H , on the one hand is low enough for the drag associated with it to336
be relevant, and on the other hand corresponds to geophysically reasonable conditions: if l2 = 10
−3m−1 (as assumed in the numerical337
simulations), this corresponds to H = 500m which is a plausible height for the oceanic well-mixed boundary layer of a flow incident,338
for example, on a mountainous island.339
Figure 11 shows DI/D0, DL/D0 and the total drag as a function of Fr, using the same line and symbol notation as in Figure 5,340
for l2H = 0.5 and l2a = 5, 2, 1, 0.5 (panels (a)-(d)), being directly comparable with Figure 9 of Teixeira et al. (2013b), computed for341
2D flow (minus panel (e) of that figure, for l2a = 0.2). The comparison of the total drag with results from numerical simulations of342
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Figure 9. Similar to Figure 7, but for l2a = 1.
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Figure 10. Similar to Figure 7, but for l2a = 0.5.
the NH3D model (with l2h0 = 0.01) shows again very good agreement, except in relative terms to the left of the drag maximum,343
where rather low values are predicted, in which case linear theory somewhat underestimates the numerical simulation data. As for the344
atmosphere of Scorer (1949), the magnitude of the drag is substantially lower than in the 2D geometry used by Teixeira et al. (2013b).345
Namely, while in Teixeira et al. (2013b) the total drag maxima were ≈ 4, ≈ 5, ≈ 4 and ≈ 3.5 for l2a = 5, 2, 1, 0.5, respectively, in346
Figure 11 the corresponding values are≈ 2.75,≈ 3,≈ 2.25 and≈ 1. This should be caused by the effects of directional wave dispersion.347
Although it is quite clear that non-zero values of the trapped lee wave drag extend to Fr > 1 (see Figure 11(b)-(d)), a more pronounced348
dominance of DL over DI than in Figure 9 of Teixeira et al. (2013b) due to directional wave dispersion is not evident, as seen, for349
example, when Figure 11(c) is compared with Figure 9(c) of Teixeira et al. (2013b). The reasons for this behaviour are not apparent.350
An aspect worth stressing is that, while in both flows treated in this and in the previous subsection the internal wave drag always tends351
to be maximized in the hydrostatic flow limit (where the trapped lee waves vanish), the trapped lee wave drag tends to be maximized352
for l2a of order 1. Note that the values of l2a that correspond to the values of l1a used in Figure 5 (for l2/l1 = 0.2) are l2a = 2, 1, 0.4.353
These almost coincide with the values of l2a used in Figure 11 (except for the case with l2a = 5, where trapped lee waves are very354
weak). Hence, as long as the waves are able to propagate vertically in the lower layer, they become stronger as trapped lee waves when355
a larger faction of them is evanescent in the upper layer, which happens when the value of l2a is sufficiently low (an aspect noted by356
Teixeira et al. (2013b) and Yu and Teixeira (2015)). This is of course expected, since all waves would become evanescent in the upper357
layer (and thus trapped) in the limit l2 → 0 (but this limit is not realistic in the atmosphere).358
As for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949), the vertical velocity is a good indicator of whether the trapped lee waves are captured359
adequately by linear theory. Figure 12 shows fields of w/(Uh0/a) from NH3D numerical simulations at z/H = 1 (Figure 12(a),(c),(e))360
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Figure 11. Normalized drag as a function of Fr for l2H = 0.5. (a) l2a = 5; (b) l2a = 2; (c) l2a = 1; (d) l2a = 0.5. Dashed line: internal wave drag, given by (34);
dotted line: trapped lee wave drag, given by (35); solid line: total drag (sum of the two); symbols: results from numerical simulations of NH3D for l2h0 = 0.01.
compared to the expression from linear theory for the vertical velocity associated only with trapped lee waves (38) (Figure 12(b),(d),(f)),361
as a function of x/H and y/H for Fr = 0.8, 0.9, l2H = 0.5 and l2a = 2, 1, 0.5. The height z/H = 1 was chosen because the waves362
under consideration are interfacial (as noted by Teixeira et al. (2013b)) and hence their amplitude peaks at the inversion between the363
two atmospheric layers. No fields were obtained for l2a = 5, as this corresponds to very weak trapped lee waves.364
Also here, the wave pattern forms a triangular wake downstream of the mountain, reminiscent of a Kelvin ship wake. The365
resemblance is even closer, since these are interfacial waves, the only difference relative to the Kelvin ship wave problem being that366
the waves are modified by stratification in the upper layer (Sachsperger et al. 2015). The w/(Uh0/a) field appears to have a ‘purer’367
pattern than in Figure 6, with less small scale features (which is especially clear in panels (c)-(d) and (e)-(f) of both figures). This368
probably results from the fact that now there is only at most a single resonant wave mode for each l value instead of multiple modes (cf.369
Sharman and Wurtele (1983)). Agreement between the numerical simulations and linear theory is remarkably good, except very near370
to the mountain, particularly in Figure 12(e)-(f), perhaps because these trapped lee waves are especially well resolved. The maxima and371
minima of the numerical simulations are still a factor of ≈ 1.2− 1.3 smaller than those from linear theory, and some sharper features372
are slightly smoothed in the simulations (see for example Figure 12(c)-(d)), likely due to numerical diffusion. The triangular shape of373
the wake has an angle that becomes narrower as the flow becomes more non-hydrostatic (i.e. l2a decreases), as can be seen going from374
panels (a)-(b) to (c)-(d) and (e)-(f) of Figure 12. This is again due to the fact that nearly hydrostatic waves are less dispersive (a result375
that is equally valid for internal and interfacial waves, cf. Teixeira et al. (2017)).376
4. Concluding remarks377
Mountain wave drag was evaluated explicitly using linear theory for two-layer atmospheres similar to those considered in the studies of378
Scorer (1949) and Vosper (2004). These may be viewed as idealized approximations to atmospheres affected by the stratification effects379
associated with either a stable boundary layer, or a well-mixed boundary layer, respectively. However, boundary layer effects on the380
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Figure 12. Normalized vertical velocity perturbation w/(Uh0/a) for l2H = 0.5 at z/H = 1. (a) and (b) l2a = 2 and Fr = 0.9; (c) and (d) l2a = 1 and Fr = 0.8; (e)
and (f) l2a = 0.5 and Fr = 0.8. (a), (c) and (e) Numerical simulations from NH3D; (b), (d) and (f) results from linear theory, given by (38).
wind profile have been neglected, for simplicity. Both the drag associated with mountain waves that propagate vertically in the upper381
stratified layer and with trapped lee waves propagating either in the lower layer, or at the interface separating the two layers, have been382
calculated. But the main focus was on the trapped lee wave drag, for which a representation is currently missing in most orographic383
gravity wave drag parametrization schemes used operationally (e.g. Lott and Miller (1997)). For generic atmospheric profiles, where384
the wind and stratification vary continuously in the vertical, the dynamics of the trapped lee waves is exceedingly complex. However,385
for the idealized two-layer atmospheres considered here, it has been possible not only to calculate novel closed-form expressions for386
the trapped lee wave drag (expressed in terms of 1D integrals), but it is also much easier to understand the physical processes that387
explain the observed drag behaviour.388
The behaviour of the trapped lee wave drag (and also of the drag associated with vertically propagating waves) was explored389
systematically in parameter space, and in more detail for selected values of the input parameters that potentially maximize its practical390
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impact in parametrizations. This showed that, although the drag is lower for an axisymmetric obstacle than for 2D mountains, even as a391
fraction of its reference hydrostatic value, in this 3D flow configuration the trapped lee wave drag can still be a substantial fraction of the392
drag associated with waves that propagate vertically, sometimes even exceeding it. More importantly, both of these drag components393
may exceed the reference hydrostatic value for a uniformly stratified atmosphere by a factor considerably higher than 1 in the resonant394
conditions conducive to trapped lee waves, when the flow is tuned for constructive wave interference.395
While the drag associated with vertically propagating waves is exerted on the atmosphere at high levels (often above the tropopause),396
the trapped lee wave drag, as represented in the present study, must be exerted on the atmosphere either in the lower layer (i.e.397
inside the thermal boundary layer) or at the interface between the two layers (i.e. at the top of the boundary layer). This makes it398
overlap spatially with turbulent form drag, for which it may be mistaken in the parametrization calibration process that is necessary to399
optimize the performance of weather prediction models (via, for example, a so-called ‘long tail formulation’ of turbulent form drag)400
(Steeneveld et al. 2008). Given the shortcomings of these calibration procedures, which improve certain metrics quantifying the skill401
of those models while degrading others, there seems to be much scope for developing representations of trapped lee wave drag separate402
from those of turbulent form drag (as seems physically reasonable), which may help to alleviate existing forecast biases and physical403
inconsistencies in models.404
The present study aims to give a first contribution towards that aim. Before this is feasible, however, some improvements of the405
model calculations developed here may be necessary. For example, to represent the horizontal anisotropy that forms an essential part406
of a realistic orography representation, it would be useful to extend these calculations to mountains with an elliptical horizontal cross-407
section, as assumed in drag parametrizations. This may be straightforwardly done by using a coordinate transformation similar to those408
adopted by Phillips (1984), or Teixeira and Miranda (2009) and Teixeira and Yu (2014). These previous studies suggest that the drag409
magnitude for flows nearly perpendicular to the major axis of the orography should be somewhere in between those calculated for the410
2D and axisymmetric limit cases. There is no reason to doubt that this may also apply to the trapped lee wave drag.411
Objections might also be raised about the fact that the present calculations are linear, and therefore formally valid only for412
infinitesimally small orography. The linear approach is nevertheless useful as a first step in the systematic study of the physical413
processes addressed here, and as a working assumption almost inevitable in the formulation of parametrizations, since it is the only414
way that simple analytical expressions for the drag may be obtained. Preliminary results (not shown) suggest that the drag behaviour415
described here does not change very much for weakly nonlinear flow (e.g. a dimensionless mountain height of l1h0 = 0.5), but more416
definite conclusions about the impacts of finite orography amplitude would require a more comprehensive exploration of the role of417
nonlinearity. Finally, there are the decisive questions of how to include the important effect of the boundary layer on the wind profile,418
of whether the idealized stratification profiles considered in the present calculations may be easily fitted to real conditions, and of how419
to estimate the key input parameters of the drag models developed here in practice. Those are left as topics for future investigations.420
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Appendix. Setup of numerical simulations424
All of the numerical simulations shown in this paper used the NH3D non-hydrostatic mesoscale numerical model. The basic425
characteristics of this model are well documented in Miranda (1990) and Miranda and James (1992), and the model has been used426
extensively in the simulation of mountain waves (Teixeira et al. 2008; Teixeira and Miranda 2009). All model runs were inviscid,427
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adiabatic and without rotation. The computational parameters of the runs, including aspects such as sponges, were carefully adjusted428
through an extensive programme of sensitivity tests (not shown) aimed at achieving maximum accuracy for all considered conditions.429
In the runs for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949), the following values for the atmospheric parameters were used: U = 10m s−1,430
the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency in the lower and upper layers were N1 = 0.02 s
−1 and N2 = 0.004 s
−1, respectively, so that l1 =431
2× 10−3m−1 and l2 = 4× 10−4m−1, and l2/l1 = 0.2. The assumed orography parameters were h0 = 10m, a = 5km, 2.5 km and432
1 km, so that l1h0 = 0.02 and l1a = 10, 5 and 2. H varied between 0 and 5 km, allowing l1H to vary between 0 and 10. A domain433
of 512× 256 grid points in the horizontal by 200 equally-spaced sigma levels in the vertical (up to z ≈ 17.5 km) was considered,434
with horizontal spacing proportional to a. Hence, for a = 5, 2.5, 1 km, the grid spacings were ∆x = 500, 250, 100m, respectively,435
allowing 10 grid points per a. The domain had a similar extent (measured from the orography in the middle) in the upstream and436
lateral boundaries, but extended for a distance 3 times larger in the downstream direction, to allow the trapped lee waves to develop.437
Raymond-Kuo-type open lateral boundary conditions were used at all lateral boundaries, which effectively prevented wave reflections,438
but lateral sponges were also applied in the outer 10 grid points at the inflow boundary and in the outer 20 grid points at the outflow439
boundary, to prevent the imposed incoming flow from drifting in time. A vertical sponge was applied from the top of the domain down440
to z ≈ 10 km to prevent spurious vertical wave reflections. Both the duration of each simulation and the time step were proportional441
to a/U , being of 25000 s, 12500 s and 5000 s and ∆t = 0.5 s, 0.25 s, and 0.1 s for l1a = 10, 5, 2, respectively. The drag was averaged442
over the final 25% of the run-time, but it was always ensured that it did not oscillate too much at this stage.443
The model runs for the atmosphere of Vosper (2004) used the following values for the atmospheric parameters: U = 10m s−1,444
N1 = 0, N2 = 0.01 s
−1, yielding l1 = 0 and l2 = 1× 10−3m−1. The orography parameters were h0 = 10m and a = 5, 2, 1, 0.5 km.445
This corresponds to l2h0 = 0.01 and l2a = 5, 2, 1 and 0.5. H was set as 500m, allowing l2H to take the value of 0.5 used in all446
simulations. The jump in potential temperature at z = H was varied between 0.65K and 65K to allow the reduced gravity to vary447
between 0.0225m s−2 and 2.25m s−2, and consequently the Froude number to vary between 0.3 and 3. A domain of 256× 128 grid448
points in the horizontal by 200 equally-spaced sigma levels in the vertical was considered, with horizontal spacing proportional to a.449
Hence, for a = 5, 2, 1 and 0.5 km, the grid spacings were ∆x = 1000, 400, 200, 100m, respectively, allowing 5 grid points per a. The450
relative domain extent in the upstream, downstream and lateral directions was as for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949), to allow the451
trapped lee waves to develop. Lateral sponges had the same specifications as for the atmosphere of Scorer (1949) in terms of grid-452
points, but extended further into the domain because of the larger grid spacing. Lateral boundary conditions and characteristics of the453
vertical sponge were similar. The duration and time step of each simulation were calculated in a similar way, yielding durations of454
50000 s, 20000 s, 10000 s and 5000 s, and ∆t = 1 s, 0.4 s, 0.2 s and 0.1 s, for l2a = 5, 2, 1, 0.5, respectively. The drag was evaluated455
and averaged in a similar way.456
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